
ciauscolo sausage is a

typical sausage from

the Marche region, its

compose of meat,

beacon, ham, garlic

and pepper 

VERDICCHIO

VINE 

Pasta with fumé is a typical

dish of Marche region, the

dish is prepared with a

sause with tomatoes,

cream and beacon, the

sause was invented by the

cook Stefano Marzi 

PASTA WITH

FUMÉ  

The Ascolana olives are

typical dish of Marche region,

they are called this for the city

Ascoli Piceno, they are

compose from green olives

with meat

ASCOLANA 

 OLIVES 

The red blades they are also

known as Grand Canyon of the

Marche and they belongs to the

complex of the sibillini

mountains and oversees the

lake of Fiastra in the provice of

Macerata 

THE RED

BLADES 

CIAUSCOLO

SAUSAGE

Verdicchio is a white vine

cultivated in the Marche region,

the name Verdicchio derives

from the color of grape 

Gradara is situated in the

province of Pesaro Urbino

and is one of the most

beautiful italian villages,

Gradara is identify by its

castel, is famous because as

one of the best preserved

italians monuments     

GRADARA

CASTLE

TEMPLE OF

VALADIER 

The temple of Valadier is near

to the Frassassi caves, is an

octagonal church which rises

among the rocks of a gorge

between the mountains, was

designed in 1828 by the italin

architecht Giusepppe Valadier 

FRASSASSI

CAVES

The frassasi caves are an

extraordinary karst caves

system in the city of Genga

in the province of Ancona

and they are one of the

world's most fascinating

subterranean passageways  

D E S T I N A T I O N

M A R C H E

THE PAPER

OF FABRIANO

The Paper production in Fabriano began

in 1264

Cartiere Miliani Fabriano was born in

1782 from the union of the paper mills

present in the area into a single paper

mill. The founder is Pietro Miliani.

 




